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Recently, a discussion about the advantages and disadvantages of granting free licenses
on patents has come up. This paper discusses some aspects on conditions when such
strategy for a company makes sense and when not.
The first question to be answered is in what kind of competition is your company. If it
is well-established in a traditional industry branch, then free licensing relating to your
core business does not seem to be the best option. Rather, the company may consider to
grant free licenses on patents which relate to secondary lines of business, which might
help to spread the respective technology to other industry areas. In the end, this might
help the company to gain business in these areas.
Another option would be to give free licenses only to smaller companies like start-ups
and obtain in return the guarantee to be able to use the further developments these
companies come up with. These developments might be based or even not based on said
licensed patents.
Another situation arises if your business is aimed to challenge a well-established
market with a completely new approach (see the example of Tesla Motors). In this case,
you may want to find allies and enable them to use your technology. Thus, the speed of
technology advancement will be higher and the goal to get a market share from the big
industry can be achieved faster.
The respective details of such a free licensing policy can vary significantly. A free
license may be declared to rely on mutuality, given only to significant smaller companies,
limited to a certain region and/or a certain time period, backed by a no-challenge clause,
confined to a certain branch of industry, etc. However, in many cases of free licensing, a
company will not open up its complete patent portfolio.
Ultimately, every company deciding to grant free licenses wants to be better off. In
other words, if a company does not expect to profit from granting free licenses, it won't
do it. Thus, it will be a big goal for the future to find the balance between keeping
technology proprietary and allowing others to use it.
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